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The city that gold built in the
1930s and 40s has traded up to
diamonds. Yellowknife is riding
high on the glittering stones,
with one diamond mine operating some 200 kilometres north,
and another one on the way.
Now officially declared
"Diamond Capital of North
America," the city sees a future
steeped in diamond exploration,
mine development, education
and training, cutting, polishing,
jewellery manufacturing, retailing, marketing and sales.

A ~olden history, a
brilliant future
In 1936, exploration for gold
around Yellowknife escalated
dramatically. The town began to
grow rapidly, so that by 1947,
with two gold mines operating
on the outskirts, the stage was
set for its future . Yellowknife
became the capital of the
Northwest Territories in 1967,
and in 1970 was officially proclaimed a city. City status marked
the beginning of a transition
which continues to this day, from
a frontier mining town to a
growing city at the edge of the
Arctic, where there are both
internal and external pressures to
protect the environment and

individual rights. Through the
1970s and 80s, buoyed by a stable gold mining industry and an
expanding government, and isolated from southern economic
downturns, Yellowknife experienced economic prosperity. But
the early 1990s heralded the first
economic shake-ups. These were
caused by several factors: the
creation of the new territory of
Nunavut, and the resulting division of resources and jobs; the
downsizing of government and
fluctuations in the world's gold
prices; and the depletion of mineral resource reserves. As a result,
a significant number of high-paying primary jobs were lost.
Dependence on gold and government has decreased, and the
diamond mines and related
industries have provided a muchneeded replacement. The growth
of the Internet and the advent of
chain stores have meant that
local businesses are no longer
isolated from the rest of the
world. The economy is much
more diversified. As the only city
in the Northwest Territories ,
Yellowknife is the centre for mining, transportation, commerce,
communications, and administration.

A capital tourist
destination
Set on the granite shores of one
of the world's largest pristine
lakes, Yellowknife has developed
into a major tourist destination.
For example, every year between
November and April the fiery
northern lights attract over 7,000
Japanese visitors. This influ x has
prompted local tourism industries
to expand their infrastructure
and carrying capacity.
Yellowknife now offers tourists
everything from the quaint eateries and boat rentals available in
its historic "Old Town," to the
modern shops, restaurants,
museums and services of its
"New Town ."

The rehabilitation and
beautification of Franklin
Avenue
This spring the city will complete
a two-year rehabilitation of
Franklin Avenue in the central
business district. Work to date
has included replacing the roadway, planting trees, widening
sidewalks, installing fire hydrants,
street lights and traffic lights, and

upgrading some water/sewer

ters,
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information kiosks will provide
the finishing touches. When the
work is complete, Yellowknife
will be one step closer to a
downtown core that will make all
of its residents proud .

The challenges of a
growing population
The Northwest Territories Bureau
of Statistics projects that by the
year 2020 the population of
Yellowknife will be close to
26,000. Based on the assumption
that an average household will
consist of three people, 2,833
new households will be required
in the next twenty years.
Although Yellowknife has
become more organized, with
distinct commercial and residential areas, it will still face planning
challenges as residential, industrial and commercial areas begin
to encroach on one another.
These challenges will be
addressed by a twenty-year capital plan that has recently been
developed.

Great Slave Lake
waterfront management
plan
The Great Slave Lake shoreline
within the boundaries of the City
played, and
y, a strong
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role in the economic and social
well-being of the city. There is an
increasing need to recognize
changes in the use of water.
Thus, the city has drafted a
waterfront management plan.
This plan was reviewed in March
and became the focus of workshops in early April , and was
then rewritten and presented to
committee for approval.
Throughout the summer the plan
will be implemented, monitored
and evaluated . Consideration will
also be given to preparing the
2001 budget for waterfrontrelated proposals.
For information on doing business, living, and working in
Yellowknife,
phone (867) 920-5660,
or fax us at (867) 920-5649.
You can also visit our website at:
city.yellowknife.nt.ca or e-mail us
at: ed@city.yellowknife .nt.ca
For information on visiting
Yellowknife, contact the
Northern Frontier Visitors
Association at their toll-free
phone number:
1-877-881-4262 .
Or visit the following website:
www.northernfrontier.com/plan

Miners at Con Mine,
Yellowkn~e. 1940

